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Thermodynamics of high-TC materials in the rotating antiferromagnetism theory
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In high-temperature superconductors the pseudogap energy affects the electronic specific-heat data for dop-
ing densities smaller than the optimal point. Within the rotating antiferromagnetism theory I calculated the
superconducting and rotating antiferromagnetic parameters, then got the phase diagram. Also, the specific-heat
coefficient and entropy are evaluated as a function of temperature. In addition, the doping dependence of the
condensation energy, specific-heat anomaly, and entropy atTC are calculated. Experimental data are analyzed
by focusing on the trends in the doping and temperature dependence. As far as the above quantities are
concerned this theory yields very good agreement with experiment, and can therefore be said to be applicable
to high-temperature superconductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rotating antiferromagnetism theory~RAFT! I have
recently proposed1 addresses the issue of the pseudogap~PG!
phenomenon2 and the doping dependence of the electro
structure in high-temperature superconductors3 ~HTSC’s!.
RAFT is based on spin antiferromagnetism~AF! and is
therefore fundamentally different from the densityd-wave
~DDW! theory4 which is based on orbital AF. Furthermor
rotational symmetry is not broken in RAFT because the
tating order parameter characterizing rotating antiferrom
netism ~RAF! is a magnetization that has a finite avera
magnitude but a random phase angle. Also, very recen
proposed to treat the CuO2 layers of HTSC’s as open sys
tems in contact with a particle reservoir, which is formed
the atoms doped between these layers. To leading order
can model the low-energy physics of HTSC’s by consider
a two-dimensional~2D! lattice of electrons in contact with
thermodynamics electrons reservoir. As a consequence
charge-carrier density on the CuO2 layers is temperature
dependent.5 This T dependence should not be surprising
the light of the strong T dependence of the Ha
coefficient.6–8 In the present work I tested the applicabili
of RAFT and the above ideas at finite temperature by ca
lating several thermodynamic functions and comparing th
with their experimental data. I calculated the temperat
dependence of RAFT’s order parameters, the electronic
tropy Sel(T) and the specific-heatCel(T) or coefficient
g(T)5Cel(T)/T. I also investigated the doping dependen
of the condensation energyU0, the entropy atTC , S(TC),
and the jump ing(T) at the superconducting transition tem
peratureTC .

One of the important questions that I also addressed
this work is whether there exists a true phase transition
low which the PG appears or not. Experimentally,
specific-heat anomaly due to the PG has been reported s
In this paper, I propose two possible scenarios to explain
absence of experimental evidence for such an anomaly
the first scenario, the anomaly ing(T) due to the PG goes
unnoticed because it is significantly smaller than the one
to superconductivity~SC! especially in the neighborhood o
the optimal point. In the second scenario, the PG tempera
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T* stays much higher than the superconducting transi
temperatureTC as doping increases away form half fillin
even though the PGorder parameteritself is significantly
reduced and vanishes near the optimal point. According
both scenarios, to observe the anomaly atT* one should not
be looking for al-shape~or peak! anomaly but rather for a
steplike one in the specific-heat coefficient. In the seco
scenario, this anomaly occurs at temperatures much hig
thanTC even near optimal doping. Furthermore, I show th
RAFT yields specific-heat results that are consistent with
conclusion of Loram and co-workers.9 These authors con
cluded that the simplest interpretation of the specific-h
data can be done in terms of carriers that are fermions wi
very low Fermi temperature, which is of the order of 103 K.
RAFT has been found to agree well with ground-state
perimental data when I indeed assumed that the electr
hopping energies are small.1

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, RAFT
briefly reviewed, and the idea of the CuO2 layers behaving as
open systems is explained. For the results presented in
paper, two Hamiltonian parameters sets are used to carr
the numerical calculations. The analysis of the tempera
dependence of the rotating and superconducting order
rameters is presented in Sec. III. In the latter, the tempera
dependence of doping is analyzed as well, and used to
cuss theT dependence of the Hall coefficient in HTSC’
Furthermore, I focus on the doping dependence of the su
conducting transition temperatureTC and PG temperature
T* in Sec. IV, where the phase diagrams are calculated
both Hamiltonian parameters sets. The specific-heat co
cient and entropy results are presented in Sec. V. The do
dependence of superfluidity is studied in Sec. VI. Finally, t
summary and conclusions are given in Sec. VII.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

RAFT is a theory that describes HTSC’s in terms of tw
competing order parameters. One of these is proportiona
the superconducting gap amplitude, and is calledD0, and the
second one is the RAF parameter labeledQ. The latter is the
amplitude of a rotating magnetization, which I have pr
posed in order to model the PG behavior in the cupra
©2003 The American Physical Society23-1
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RAFT is based on the rotating order parameter concept10 first
applied to the Kondo lattice model. This concept has b
generalized to the case of HTSC’s for which several grou
state properties have been calculated and successfully
pared with experiment.1 The rotating staggered magnetiz
tion Q is related to the spin raising or lowering operator, a
is thus a measure of the spin quantum fluctuations. RA
proposes that below the so-called PG temperature the
quantum fluctuations give rise to some sort ofhidden order
with order parameterQ, which does not break rotationa
symmetry. It is not yet really clear to me what precise e
periment would probe this hidden order. Perhaps, an exte
rotating magnetic field and a static magnetic field perp
dicular to each other would favor the rotating magnetizat
on one sublattice over the other. This would give rise to
signal that could be measurable. As for the spin-glass ph
of HTSC’s, I do not see yet any link between the rotati
magnetizationQ and the spin-glass state. Claiming it is po
sible that the rotating order may give rise to spin-glass or
as the rotating staggered magnetization freezes at low
perature would be pure speculation, presently. For con
nience, I will now briefly review this theory in Sec. II A, an
explain the idea of CuO2 layers being open systems in Se
II B. This idea leads to aT dependent charge-carrier densi

A. Review of RAFT

The Hamiltonian considered in this study is the extend
Hubbard model with a repulsive on-site Coulomb interact
U and an effective nearest-neighbor attractive interactionV.11

It reads as follows:

H52 (
i , j ,s

t i j ci ,s
† cj ,s2m(

i ,s
ci ,s

† ci ,s1U(
i

ni ,↑ni ,↓

2V(
^ i , j &

ni ,↑nj ,↓ , ~1!

where t i j designates electronic hopping amplitudes to fir
second, third, and fourth nearest neighborst, t8, t9, andt-,
respectively, on a 2D square lattice.m is the chemical poten
tial. At the mean-field level, the eight vector

Ck
†5~c2k↑

A †,c2k↑
B †,ck↓

A ,ck↓
B ,ck↑

A ,ck↑
B ,c2k↓

A †,c2k↓
B †! ~2!

is used in order to cast the Hamiltonian into the bilinear fo

HMS5(
k,

Ck
†HCk1NUQ214NVD0

22NUn22(
k

m8~k!,

~3!

whereH is an 838 matrix,

H5S H8 UQ

2UQ 2H8
D ,

with H8 andUQ , two 434 matrices, given, respectively, b
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H85S 2m8~k! e~k! 0 D~k!

e~k! 2m8~k! D~k! 0

0 D~k! m8~k! 2e~k!

D~k! 0 2e~k! m8~k!

D
and

UQ5S 0 0 QU 0

0 0 0 2QU

2QU 0 0 0

0 QU 0 0
D .

The effective chemical potentialm8(k) is given by

m8~k!5m2Un14t8coskx cosky12t9@cos~2kx!

1cos~2ky!#, ~4!

and n5^ci ,s
† ci ,s& is the electron density per site and spi

s5↑ or ↓. The summation symbol(k,
takes into account

the fact that I sum overk and its opposite, and also over th
two antiferromagnetic sublatticesA and B. The free energy
per site is given by

F52
1

2Nb (
k

(
h56,n51,2

ln$11e2hbEn(k)%14VD0
21UQ2

2Un22
1

N (
k

m8~k!. ~5!

Here, N is the total number of lattice sites, and the ener
spectra are given by6E1(k) and6E2(k) with

En~k!5A@m8~k!1~21!nEq~k!#21D2~k!, ~6!

where n51 or 2, D(k)52VD0(coskx2cosky),
Eq(k)5Ae2(k)1Q2U2, e(k)522t(coskx1cosky)

24t-@cos(kx)cos(2ky)1cos(ky)cos(2kx)], and b51/kBT; kB
being the Boltzmann constant. Upon minimizing the free e
ergy F with respect toQ5u^ci ,↑ci ,↓

† &u and D05u^ci ,↑cj ,↓&u,
with i and j labeling adjacent sites, I derived the followin
mean-field equations:

15
V

4N (
k,n51,2

~coskx2cosky!2

En
tanhS bEn

2 D ,

15
U

4N (
k,n51,2

~21!n11
An

Eq
tanhS bEn

2 D ,

n52
1

4N (
k,n51,2

An tanhS bEn

2 D1
1

2
, ~7!

where

An~k!5@2m8~k!2~21!nEq~k!#/En~k!. ~8!

Note that contrary to Ref. 1 where only electrons hopping
as far as second nearest neighbors were taken into acc
3-2
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hopping energies up to fourth nearest neighbors have b
considered in the present study. This is necessary in ord
adjust the location of the superconducting dome in the
culated phase diagram to fit better the experimental ph
diagram. Notice the peculiar way these terms appear in
effective chemical potentialm8(k) and in the single-electron
energye(k). Hopping terms connecting different sublattic
appear ine(k), whereas those connecting same sublatti
appear inm8(k).

B. Hypothesis for solving the mean-field equations

The low-energy physical properties of HTSC’s are b
lieved to be governed by the motion of electrons within t
copper-oxide layers. This is why 2D Hubbard-type mod
are utilized so often for the study of these materials. Rece
~Ref. 5!, I proposed that the atoms doped between the C2
layers constitute a charge reservoir with the number of e
trons much greater than the number of electrons on C2
layers. The chemical potentialm is therefore fixed by these
interlayer reservoirs. To leading order in the thermodynam
treatment of these reservoirs~where they are considered the
modynamic particle reservoirs!, m can be taken to be tem
perature independent. As a consequence of this hypoth
to solve Eqs.~7! I fix the chemical potential and calculate th
densityn as a function ofT. In this way both the electron an
hole densities 2n and p5122n, respectively, areT depen-

TABLE I. The two sets of the Hamiltonian parameters used
this paper to carry on the numerical calculations are summarize
this table. The unit of energy ist51.

U V t8 t9 t-

SET I 3t t 20.25t 0 0
SET II 2.8t 0.85t 20.16t 0.01t 20.05t
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dent. Normally, for a closed system, such as a gas of e
trons in a conventional metal, no temperature dependenc
shown by the density of electrons. The procedure tha
followed in that case consists of fixing the density and so
ing for the chemical potential as a function of temperatu
One of the interesting implications of this hypothesis is t
explanation of theT dependence of the Hall coefficient.5

III. THE ROTATING AND SUPERCONDUCTING ORDER
PARAMETERS Q AND D0

A. The doping dependence ofQ, D0, and µ

The Hamiltonian parameters used to get the numer
results reported in this paper consist of two sets that
summarized in Table I. In set I,U53t, V5t, t8520.25t,
and t95t-50. In set II, U52.8t, V50.85t, t8520.16t,
t950.01t, and t-520.05t. The unit of energy ist51 in
both cases. Note that set I was used in Ref. 1 to study sev
of the ground-state properties of HTSC’s within RAFT. Set
was used in Ref. 5 in the investigation of the effect of the P
on the charge-carrier density in HTSC’s. To facilitate t
discussion of finite temperature results,Q, D0, and m are
shown again in Fig. 1 as a function of dopingp at zero
temperature for both parameters sets I and II. In both ca
as p increasesQ decreases and vanishes at a critical va
pQCP ('0.224 for set I and'0.161 for set II; see Table II!,
which has been interpreted as a quantum critical point.1 D0
on the other hand goes from being zero near half filling t
maximum value atpQCP , then decreases forp.pQCP and
vanishes in the heavily overdoped regime. Concerning
chemical potentialm, its p dependence shows a sudd
change in the slope atpQCP . The slope is smaller forp
,pQCP than for p.pQCP . Set II for this matter is more
appropriate for the description of La22xSrxCuO4 where the
chemical potential has been reported to be practically

in
e

FIG. 1. The ground-state (T
50) parametersQ, D0, and the
chemical potential m are dis-
played vs dopingp. In ~a! and~b!
set I of parameters is used. In~c!
and ~d! set II is used. For both
sets, Q vanishes at a quantum
critical point that depends on th
Hamiltonian parameters.
3-3
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MOHAMED AZZOUZ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174523 ~2003!
below optimal doping but rapidly shifting above it.12 For
Bi2Sr2Ca12xRxCu2O81y , with R5Pr or Er, the shift inm
has been reported to be more pronounced in the underd
regime than for La22xSrxCuO4.13 Parameters set I seem
more adequate in this case for a qualitative description of
shift in m.

B. The temperature dependence ofQ and D0

Only the results for set I are displayed in Fig. 2 for seve
doping densities. Note that instead ofD0 , 2Ed[8VD0 is
plotted.Ed is the amplitude of thed-wave energy gap. From
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we see that for doping levels near th
half-filling point p(T50)50, Q behaves as in a second
order phase transition with only one order parameter, me
ing that it monotonously increases as temperature decre
to zero. Forp.0.07, D0 becomes nonzero belowTC and as
a consequenceQ decreases withT for T,TC . Similarly, T*
will from now on designate the temperature below whichQ
switches on asT decreases from the high-temperature regi
For p in the neighborhood ofpQCP the competition from SC
is so strong thatQ is nonzero only for an interval of tem
perature roughly centered aroundTC for set I, and is zero for
smaller temperatures includingT50. The state withQ50
displays a reentrance behavior at lower temperatures as
trated in Fig. 2~f!. The normal-state properties are therefo
affected forp;pQCP even thoughQ vanishes at zero tem
perature. The DDW theory exhibits a similar reentrance
havior to the present one. In summary, Figs. 2~c! and 2~e!
show that SC and RAF can coexist, and that both parame
Q andD0 turn on atTC andT* , respectively, and stay non
zero for all smaller temperatures. The competition betw
SC and RAF is evident at finite temperature in Figs. 2~d!–
2~f!, for a depression inQ takes place as soon asD0 becomes
nonzero. My results forQ below TC are not consistent with
neutron and muon experiments which seem to indicate
the magnetic moments observed by Mook14 are slightly en-
hanced when temperature crosses overTC . This is also a
problem that the DDW theory faces.15 Note that the origin of
these moments is not yet known. As for set II some res
were shown in Ref. 5. The major difference between
results for set I and set II shows for the parameterQ near
pQCP . For set II,Q is nonzero for aT interval well aboveTC
for p;pQCP .

TABLE II. This table summarizes several quantities of inter
for HTSC’s. For both setst is fixed so as to realizeTC

max5100 K.

Set I Set II

t ~K! 714.3 1250
po 0.244 0.169
pQCP 0.224 0.161
TC

max 0.14t5100 K 0.08t5100 K
T* (po) 0.145t5104 K 0.149t5186 K
Ed(po) 0.325t5232 K 0.177t5221 K
U0(po) 0.0084t56 K 0.0035t54.4 K
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C. The temperature dependence of dopingp

The results forp versusT in the case of set I are similar t
those of set II, which were discussed in Ref. 5. Figure
displays the results for set I. In summary, I find that where
p varies significantly with temperature when doping is in
tially small at T50, it varies much less in the overdope
regime. A glance at Figs. 2~a–h! reveals that the PG param
eterQ has the most noticeable effect on the temperature
pendence ofp than D0 has. Except for the half-filled cas
where anyway the present theory has to be modified to
clude true long-range AF order,16 the increase inQ as
temperature decreases reducesp whenT.TC . In the mixed
state withT,TC where bothQ and D0 are nonzero,p in-
creases whenQ decreases. Therefore, according to our
sults the general trend is that an increase inQ leads to a
reduction of the level of doping on CuO2 layers. In the over-
doped regime whereQ50, the opening of the superconduc
ing gap with amplitudeEd54VD0 has a minor effect onp.
Note that theT derivative ofp presents a discontinuity atTC
for all doping levels. Like for set II of parameters,5 I can
conclude that the state withQÞ0 reduces the number o
charge carriers available for SC as temperature decrea
This is consistent with the idea of the PG reducing the d
sity of states available for SC in the PG state. The idea
some spectral weight is lost at lower temperature in the
state was implied by entropy data.17

D. The temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient

In Ref. 5 this issue was discussed for set II of paramet
Here I will show that the mainT dependence features a
also seen in the case of set I. The temperature dependen
p reported here seems also less unusual when I reconside
strong temperature dependence of the Hall coeffici
RH .6–8 The electron occupation probabilityn(k) within
RAFT revealed the existence of pockets reminiscent of
hole pockets in doped Mott insulators in the underdop
regime.1 If I assume that the density of charge carriers
given solely by the density of holesp in this regime, then the
Hall coefficient per unit volumeV0 and number of coppe
atoms N in volume V0 will be roughly given by
RHueu/NV051/p, wheree is the electron charge. Therefor
the temperature dependence ofp can be compared to th
experimental Hall densitynH5NV0 /ueuRH . Ando and
co-workers18,19 measured the Hall coefficient for the cupra
Bi2Sr22xLaxCuO61d , and found thatRH /NV0 displays a
significant temperature dependence. Note that
La22xSrxCuO4, RH showed strong deviations from th
simple 1/p law ~with a T independentp) in the doping region
where SC is present, and thatRH changes sign forx.0.15.8

The 1/p behavior is well observed in the light doping lim
p,0.05. In addition, the Hall carrier densitynH reported by
Suzuki7 interestingly show a minimum at a temperatureT
;10–80 K in agreement with the presence of a minimum
my results forp versusT. Note that the temperature deriva
tive of p shows a discontinuity atTC in my results, and that
the minimum inp occurs exactly atTC . Interestingly, the
data of Chaudhariet al.6 for nH of epitaxial films of
YBa2CuO72d show a minimum at exactlyTC and a linear

t

3-4
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FIG. 2. The parametersQ, D0,
and the doping densityp are dis-
played vs temperature for Hamil
tonian parameters of set I.
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dependence onT aboveTC , which is in very good agree
ment with the one displayed byp versusT in Figs. 2~d! and
2~e!. So, the proposal of aT dependent hole density seems
be very appropriate for the explanation of the strong a
linear T dependence of the Hall coefficient for a wide ran
of temperature.

I should now mention that the distinction between diffe
ent doping regimes in my calculations is done using the v
uesp takes at zero temperature. This is how I proceeded
order to calculate the phase diagrams in the following s
tion. This procedure is different from the one of experime
talists who use the room-temperature values forRH to de-
duce the charge-carrier density on the CuO2 layers.
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IV. THE DOPING DEPENDENCE OF TC AND T*

A. The phase diagram for parameters set I

The phase diagram for the PG and superconducting st
calculated for set I of the Hamiltonian parameters is depic
in Fig. 3~a!. T* andTC are displayed as a function ofp. The
PG temperatureT* decreases almost linearly with dopin
but for p slightly smaller thanpQCP the decrease inT* be-
comes much more pronounced, andT* goes from being al-
most equal toTC at pQCP to zero discontinuously. Therefore
the PG parameterQ and temperatureT* do not scale in the
same way as a function of doping sinceQ seems to vanish
continuously atpQCP ; very close topQCP , Q is found to
3-5
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MOHAMED AZZOUZ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174523 ~2003!
assume smaller values thanD0. Experimentally, the PG en
ergy was reported to fall to zero linearly and continuou
in p.20 But in a recent paper, Naqib and co-workers21

reported an experimental behavior with which my theoreti
result is consistent. The maximum superconducting tra
tion temperatureTC

max takes place at the optimal densitypo

~Table II!.
Figure 3~a! shows thatT* 'TC

max'0.14t at po , and stays
always greater thanTC for smaller dopings. In a senseT*
merges intoTC at pQCP because of the discontinuity inT* ,
but in the competition scenario rather than the preform
pairs scenario. Note that although set I is not really adequ
to fit yttrium barium copper oxide~YBCO! materials data
because the lower and upper doping bounds of the super
ducting dome do not match the experimental ones, I will u
it for a qualitative description of these systems. To realiz
maximum TC of about TC

max5100 K, t needs to be abou
714 K, which yields a bandwidth of'7000 K, and a Fermi
temperature very likely of the order of 1000 K in accord w
Loram et al. conclusion.9 However, the typical valueT* is
believed to assume at zero doping is about 700 K or grea
This is at least seven times greater thanTC

max. In Fig. 3~a!
the results for set I give a smaller ratio. It is for this reas
thatV has to be taken to be smaller thant. I will examine the
phase diagram obtained using set II, which indeed give
better value to this ratio, namely,T* (p50)/TC

max'5.

B. The phase diagram for parameters set II

The phase diagram shown in Fig. 3~b! for set II seems to
agree well with the phase diagram of La22xSrxCuO4 as far as

FIG. 3. The superconducting critical temperatureTC and the PG
temperatureT* are plotted vs doping in the case of set I in~a! and
set II in ~b! for comparison. In~b! 2Ed is also reported vs doping
The solid line forT* is only a guide to the eye. The symbols sho
the doping levels for which the calculation was carried out.
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the SC and PG phases are concerned. In this figure,TC , T* ,
and also 2Ed are displayed as a function ofp. The supercon-
ducting dome takes place practically for 0.05<p<0.46, and
overall TC andT* behave similarly as in set I, but with th
decrease ofQ being less sharp away frompQCP , and much
sharper in the immediate vicinity ofpQCP . In comparison to
the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 3, the one calcula
within the DDW approach looks very different than the e
perimental one.22 In the DDW approach, the DDW paramete
vanishes for a hole density smaller than optimal doping.
my case,T* vanishes very slightly above the optimal poin
The latter behavior is the one that is more suitable for
description of HTSC’s phase diagram.

For set II, now the value ofT* at po is approximately
0.15t which is as much as twice the optimalTC

max'0.08t. To
realizeTC

max5100 K one needst51250 K. Table II presents
a summary of experimental estimates forTC , T* , andEd at
po for both sets I and II. For La22xSrxCuO4, the optimal
TC

max'40 K yields t5500 K which still gives a bandwidth
of the order of 1000 K. Table III summarizes the values
several quantities obtained by attempting to mo
La22xSrxCuO4. The maximum superconducting energy-g
amplitude isEd587 K57.5 meV. This is not in very good
agreement with the experimental value of the g
(;10–15 meV) measured at optimal doping.23,24 However,
for the main purpose of this work this is not critical as I a
concerned with getting a qualitative understanding
HTSC’s using RAFT. For this reason the agreement can
seen to be rather satisfactory.

One may ask which one of the phase diagrams show
Fig. 3 is suitable for HTSC’s? Well, both may be. Recent
Naqib et al.21 published a resistivity study of the materi
Y12xCaxBa2(Cu12yZny)3O72d . For zero Zn and Ca doping
the phase diagram for set I seems more appropriate. With
and Ca doping, experimentally the optimalTC diminishes
but T* is reported to stay practically the same at optim
doping. The phase diagrams for 20%Ca-1.5%Zn-Y123
20%Ca-3%Zn-Y123 look more like the one I get for set II
parameters. The sudden change in the slope ofT* (p) near
po seems also plausible in that experimental study.

C. The strong-coupling ratio RÄ2Ed ÕkBTC

For both sets of parameters,TC displays ap dependence
very similar to D0, but with the strong-coupling ratioR
52Ed /kBTC58VD0 /kBTC not constant and strongly dop

TABLE III. Set II parameters used to model La22xSrxCuO4 are
shown. The question mark indicates that the experimental valuet
is not yet precisely known and is model dependent. The experim
tal values are gathered from references as discussed in the text.pmin

and pmax refer to the lower bound and upper bound of the sup
conducting dome as shown in Fig. 1, respectively.t, TC

max, andEd

are given in kelvin.

t TC
max Ed(po) pmin pmax po

Theory 500 40 87 0.05 0.46 0.169
Experiment ? 38 140 0.05 0.3 ;0.15
3-6
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ing dependent. In BCS theory,R depends neither on th
Fermi energy nor on the strength of the pairing coupling, a
is therefore constant. Here the situation is different; I fi
that R depends on both doping and Hamiltonian parame
as shown for set I and set II in Fig. 4. The strong variat
shown byR is remarkable because this has also been exp
mentally observed for YBa2Cu3O72d and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x

in the underdoped regime.25,26 The overall variation ofR
with doping in the case of YBa2Cu3O72d in the underdoped
regime is well accounted for by my results as shown in F
4~a!. Ding et al.27 discovered in an experiment o
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x that the ratiozAEd /kBTC is constant;zA
is the weight of the coherent quasiparticle peak at (p,0) that
appears belowTC in the spectral function.zA showed a linear
dependence onp giving rise toR;p21 in the underdoped
regime. The latter dependence is also found to be satis
within RAFT for p,pQCP . For BCS superconductors
where the normal state is a Fermi liquid,zA is constant and
TC is determined solely by one energy scale that is the
perconducting gap. For HTSC’s, RAFT proposes that thi
not sufficient, and that doping plays a relevant role beca
TC is determined by both the superconducting gap and d
ing level leading topR5p2Ed /kBTC , a constant in the un
derdoped regime as illustrated in Fig. 4~b!, where 1/R in-
creases almost linearly with almost the same slope for b
sets I and II. It remains to be seen if my prediction ofR
departing significantly form the optimal-point value in th
overdoped regime can be corroborated by experiment.

Contrary to Dinget al.’s claim thatEd increases with de-
creasingp in the underdoped regime, I find thatEd decreases
with p. As I already reported in Ref. 1, I believe that ang
resolved photoemission spectroscopy~ARPES! experiments

FIG. 4. ~a! The ratioR is plotted vsp for parameters sets I an
II. Diamonds are experimental data YBCO material taken from R
27. ~b! R21 is shown vsp. For set I,R was already shown in Ref. 1
and is displayed again for comparison.
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are sensitive to the total single-particle gap which, in t
underdoped regime, consists of the superconducting gap
pseudogap. There should be a distinction between the p
tion of the coherent peak and its weight in ARPES spec
My own interpretation of Dinget al.’s work is that all of the
weight in the peak in the overdoped regime and most of i
the underdoped regime is a measure of superconductivity
the position does not necessarily reflect the superconduc
gap in the underdoped region.

D. Degradation of superconductivity near optimal doping

Experimentally, a sudden degradation of SC is obser
just below optimal doping in La22xSrxCuO4.8,28 This is sig-
naled by a sudden decrease inTC by almost 25% from the
optimal TC

max. Within RAFT, a degradation of SC is due t
the sudden appearance of RAF belowpo at finite tempera-
ture, is more pronounced for set II than set I, and takes p
slightly below optimal doping in excellent agreement wi
experiment. Note thatTC does not show a minimum contrar
to what the midpoint determination ofTC for La22xSrxCuO4
suggested.29 For set II with t5500 K, the fall inTC is ap-
proximately 0.02t510 K which is significant, and compa
rable to the decrease reported by Takagiet al.8 Also, a sud-
den but less pronounced decrease ofTC is observed inTC for
YBa2Cu3O61x below optimal doping.9 Set I seems in this
case more applicable. It is remarkable that the opening of
PG as a consequence of RAF not only steals away spe
weight available for SC and creates the optimal point in
vicinity of the QCP, but causes this sudden decrease inTC as
well. What is most remarkable above all is that RAFT is ab
to account for all these fine features and explain them i
simple and consistent way.

V. THE SPECIFIC-HEAT RESULTS

Within RAFT, the electronic specific-heatCel is found by
using the usual formulaCel5TdSel /dT, which yields

Cel~T!5
kB

4N (
k

(
n51

2 b2FEn
2~k!2

T

2
]En

2~k!/]TG
cosh2@bEn~k!/2#

, ~9!

whereSel is the electronic entropy. The latter is given by

Sel~T!52
kB

N (
k

(
n51

2

$f @En~k!# ln$ f @En~k!#%

1$12 f @En~k!#% ln$12 f @En~k!#%%, ~10!

with f (x)5(11ebx)21 being the Fermi-Dirac factor. In the
numerical calculationkB51. Next, I will start discussing the
behavior of the specific-heat coefficientg5Cel(T)/T.

A. The specific-heat coefficientg„T…

1. Set I

The temperature dependence ofg(T) is shown in Fig. 5 in
the case of set I and for several doping levels. By examin
Fig. 3~a!, we find that deep in the underdoped regimeT* is

f.
3-7
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much greater thanTC , and thus cannot manifest itself eve
for temperature of the order of 0.2t ~about 200 K for t
;1000 K). Forp in the vicinity of pQCP , the anomaly in
g(T) due toT* is significantly smaller than the one due
TC . The reason for the absence of theT* anomaly so far in
g, experimentally, is perhaps due to the fact that the anom
jump, being smaller, goes unnoticed in comparison to
superconducting jump ing(T). In addition, forp;pQCP , it
may easily be washed out by the superconducting one or
superconducting fluctuations because of the peculiar be
ior of Q as shown in Fig. 2~f!. In this case, the PG anoma
seems to enhance the SC jump and looks more like a
rather than al-type jump forp50.24 andp50.19. In sum-
mary, set I suggests that experimentally it is difficult to r
solve theT* jump because theTC anomaly is greater and
perhaps because of the transition fluctuations~in experiment!
that round up these anomalies. In comparison, the spec
heat coefficient calculated within the DDW theory by W
and Liu15 shows a jump due to the DDW parameter, which
greater than the superconducting one in the underdoped
gime. For this reason, my results seem more adequate
fitting experiment than DDW ones.

Once again, we notice that the parameters set I se
reasonable for fitting the data of the specific-heat
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O72d .17 Indeed for this material, in the
overdoped regime the normal stateg(T) depends weakly on
temperature like in my results, whereas in the underdo
regime a significant decrease ofg(T) with T is observed
above TC . There is an important difference however b
tween the overall temperature dependence of my theore
results and the experimental data in the underdoped reg
because the peak ing(T) due to SC stays always below th
largest peak that takes place at optimal doping in experim
contrary to my findings. Roughly,g(T) versusT reflects the
energy dependence of the density of states~DOS!. In the
underdoped region, I thus find that the DOS is depresse
temperature decreases whenT.TC in agreement with the
signature of the PG.17

2. Set II

Figure 6 showsg(T) for parameters set II. Now, th
anomaly due toT* in g can be seen only for temperatur
T.0.15t even thoughTC

max'0.08t. Figure 6~a! shows again
that this anomaly is much smaller than theTC anomaly, and

FIG. 5. The specific-heat coefficientg(T)5Cel /T is displayed
for several doping levels in the case of set I of parameters.
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that it becomes less pronounced as doping approaches
optimal point. For the temperatures of interest~usually the
experimental specific-heat is measured for temperatures
to about 200 K or so! it is likely that T* is barely within the
range of these temperatures. Fort51250 K, for example,
T* 5186 K ~Table II!. Set II of parameters seems more a
propriate to model La22xSrxCuO4. Indeed the behavior
shown byg(T) in Fig. 6 resembles the experimental on
reported by Loramet al.17 whereg(T) shows a broad maxi-
mum aboveTC in the underdoped regime, and a substan
increase above theTC anomaly in the overdoped regime. Th
PG signature consisting ofg(T) decreasing in the under
doped region is in this case clearly seen forp50.086 and
0.11. Note that the doping and temperature dependenc
g(T) for set II differs from that of set I because of the bro
maximum ing(T) for TC,T,T* . Concerning the signature
of the T* anomaly, it is interesting enough to note that t
data of the La22xSrxCuO4 material show what could be tha
signature. In Fig. 5 of Ref. 17, a hump can be seen ing(T)
at a temperatureT'200–250 K that is about five time
greater thanTC

max'40 K. The signature for theT* anomaly
I get here occurs atT;3TC

max. It would be very interesting

FIG. 6. The coefficientg(T) is plotted vs temperature in th
underdoped regime~a!, at optimal doping~b!, and in the overdoped
regime~c! for several doping levels and for parameters set II.
3-8
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THERMODYNAMICS OF HIGH-TC MATERIALS IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174523 ~2003!
to revisit the experimental data and check this claim by ca
fully measuringg well aboveTC , and following the precise
doping dependence of those humps. In the overdoped
gime,g increases asT decreases in agreement also with e
perimental observation for La22xSrxCuO4. At the optimal
point in Fig. 6~b!, two humps characterizeg(T) aboveTC
due to the switching on and off ofQ which takes place a
T'0.15t andT'0.1t, respectively.

So far I analyzed the specific-heat coefficient. Howeve
is interesting to examine the specific-heat and its anomal
T* . For both parameters sets, theT* anomaly is more spec
tacular in the specific-heatCel itself than in g(T)
5Cel(T)/T. Indeed, theT* anomaly ing is significantly
enhanced when it is multiplied byT* . Figure 7 illustrates
this behavior for two doping levels in the underdoped regi
for set I and set II. The specific-heat jump atT* is at least as
pronounced as atTC for both sets. To the best of my know
edge, it was always the experimental data ofg not Cel that
have been reported; perhaps becauseg reflects the energy
dependence of the DOS. The peak inCel at T* , which is
broader than atTC , does not signal a phase transition from
disordered state to an ordered state in the conventional
For T,T* , the PG state neither breaks rotational symme
nor has long-range order.

B. The entropy Sel„T…

1. Set I

I calculated the entropy per siteSel(T) for several doping
levels and reported it in Fig. 8 as a function of temperat

FIG. 7. The specific-heatCel(T) is displayed as a function o
temperature forp50.19 andp50.11 for sets I and II, respectively

FIG. 8. The entropySel(T)/kB is displayed as a function o
temperature for several doping levels in the case of parameters
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for parameters set I. My results compare well with the e
perimental results of Ref. 9 not only for the general trends
the doping dependence, but also for the magnitude ofSel .
For p50.24, for example, which is close to the optimal do
ing point, Sel(TC)'0.24 is comparable to the experiment
value 0.22 for YBa2Cu3O61x with x50.97. I find that for
p50.13, Sel(TC)'0.05. The latter value would correspon
to x50.57 in YBa2Cu3O61x where Sel(TC)50.06. For p
50.13 and 0.19,Sel(T);Tn, with n.1, in the normal state
But for p50.24, 0.3, and 0.38 in the overdoped regimeSel

;Tn, with now n,1. This implies a regime change forp
nearbypo . It is possible that in the normal stateSel;T in
the immediate vicinity of optimal doping, as found in expe
ment. Loram and co-workers9 concluded for no evidence in
their entropy data for independent excitations with differe
statistics. As mentioned earlier, they also said that the s
plest interpretations ofSel could be done in terms of fermi
onic carriers with very low Fermi temperature;1000 K.
RAFT is consistent with this interpretation. Note that t
superconducting transition manifests itself clearly as a k
in Sel(T) at TC , but the PG kink is difficult to see atT* . In
Fig. 8, in the underdoped regimeSel(T) shows some entropy
loss for T,T* which is due to the loss of spectral weig
consistently with the decrease ofg below T* . Experimen-
tally, entropy loss is also seen and is permanent,17 meaning
that the entropy lost at lowT is not regained at sufficiently
high T. Consequently the opening of the PG does not c
serve the DOS.

2. Set II

Sel(T) is displayed in Fig. 9 in the case of set II. A simila
discussion as for set I can be made and applied rathe
La22xSrxCuO4. Here, in the overdoped regime,Sel;Tn with
n very slightly smaller than 1. At optimal dopingSel is pretty
linear in T, and in the underdoped regime, the curvature
Sel changes from positive to negative withT decreasing
while TC,T,T* .

VI. THE DOPING DEPENDENCE OF SUPERFLUIDITY

I have calculated the doping dependence of the jump ig
at TC , DgC5g(TC

2)2g(TC
1), and reported it in Fig. 10 for

both sets I and II.g(TC
1) andg(TC

2) designate the valuesg
assumes on the normal state and superconducting state
of TC , respectively. Except for the sharp peak atpQCP , DgC
shows a behavior similar to the experimental one in the
derdoped regime as reported by Tallon and Loram20 for Bi
based materials.DgC increases with doping in the unde
doped regime, and reaches a maximum atpQCP , then drops
in the overdoped regime. Consistently with Tallon and L
ram’s proposal, the fact that~experimentally! DgC decreases
sharply with underdoping is a proof that the PG cannot b
consequence of SC phase fluctuations. This is a behavior
would expect from a competition scenario where the PG p
nomenon is stealing away spectral weight otherwise av
able for SC.t I.
3-9
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MOHAMED AZZOUZ PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174523 ~2003!
Figure 11 shows the doping dependence of the entrop
TC , Sel(TC). This compares qualitatively very well with
Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O72d data20 where Sel(TC) increases lin-
early with p in the underdoped region, reaches a maxim
near optimal doping, and decreases in the overdoped reg

On the other hand, I calculated the doping dependenc
the superconducting condensation energyU0 which is the
change in free energy in transforming from the normal st
to the superconducting one at zero temperature. Figure
shows the doping dependence ofU0 for sets I and II. This
doping dependence is similar in many aspects to the exp
mental one obtained by integrating entropy data by Lor
et al.17 for Y0.8Ca0.2Ba2Cu3O72d systems. In the overdope
regime, U0 decreases forp greater than the optimal poin
consistently with the decrease inTC . Below the optimal
point, U0 decreases with underdoping again consisten
with the experimental observation. A maximum characteri
U0 at pQCP like in experimental data near optimal dopin
Again, this behavior was proposed not to be consistent w

FIG. 9. The entropySel(T)/kB for parameters set II is displaye
as a function of temperature for several doping levels in the un
doped regime~a!, at optimal doping~b!, and in the overdoped re
gime ~c!.
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preformed pairs scenario. It strongly suggests a scenario
two competing order parameters in the underdoped regi
Because the PG parameterQ persists to temperatures small
than TC , which means that RAF and SC coexist and co
pete against each other forT,TC , U0 is reduced leading to
the weakening of the superconducting condensate in the
derdoped regime.

DgC and U0 show a remarkable resemblance with t
measured superfluid densityrs and the superconducting pea
ratio ~SPR!.30,31 SPR measures the relative intensity of t
superconducting peak in ARPES at (p,0) and the total spec
trum intensity.31 SPR andrs were found to scale withp but
not with 12p in the underdoped regime. This is in agre
ment with my results forDgC andU in my competing orders
scenario nearby the quantum critical pointpQCP . As Feng
et al.31 concluded, this behavior is not reminiscent of a BC
description based on the Fermi-liquid theory of the superc
ducting state, but rather agrees with theories that are ba
on doped Mott insulator like in RAFT. This justifies my a
sumption for the nature of the charge carriers being ho
that was proposed forRH earlier on.5 Panagopoulos and
co-workers32 pointed out thatS/T(TC) is a measure of the
energy-dependent DOS averaged over62kBT around the
Fermi energy. The superfluid densityrs is related to the
available DOS. So the strong suppression of the DOS,
plied by the decrease ofS(TC), with underdoping signals the
strong decrease ofrs .

r-

FIG. 10. Dg
C
5g(TC

2)2g(TC
1) is plotted as a function of dop

ing. Solid circles and squares correspond, respectively, to par
eters sets I and II.

FIG. 11. Sel(Tc) is plotted vs dopingp. Solid circles and square
correspond, respectively, to parameters sets I and II.
3-10
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, I tested the applicability of the rotating a
tiferromagnetism theory~RAFT! of high-temperature super
conductors by calculating several thermodynamic quantit
I used my earlier proposal of the CuO2 layers behaving as
open systems in contact with an electron reservoir,5 and cal-
culated several thermodynamic functions. The charge-ca
density becomes temperature dependent, meaning that w
temperature varies the number of holes~electrons! varies too.
This is very interesting in view of the permanent loss
spectral weight observed in specific-heat data, and als
view of the strong temperature dependence shown by
Hall coefficient. This indeed explains the linear temperat
dependence observed in the Hall coefficient experimenta

Although the order parameter associated with
pseudogap energy shows a behavior slightly different fr
the experimentally suggested one forT,TC , overall very
good agreement with experiment is achieved for the dop
and temperature dependence of the specific-heat coeffi
and entropy, and for the doping dependence of the cond
sation energy. By varying the Hamiltonian parameters I w
able to propose two different scenarios for the doping dep

FIG. 12. The condensation energyU0 is plotted vs dopingp.
The full line and dashed line correspond to set I and set II par
eters sets.U0 shows a sharp peak atpQCP .
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dence of the pseudogap temperatureT* . Figure 3 summa-
rizes this finding for two Hamiltonian parameters sets I a
II. In both scenarios, the jump in the specific-heat coeffici
Dg(T* ) at the RAF transition temperatureT* looks more
like a step than al, and is found to be much smaller than th
jump atTC . Whereas in scenario II~with parameters set II!,
T* stays much higher thanTC even near optimal doping, in
scenario I~with set I! T* becomes equal toTC at optimal
doping. Very interestingly, changing the Hamiltonian para
eters from set I to set II seems to simulate the effect
doping with Ca and Zn Y123 materials.21 Also, I proposed
that the reason for the absence of the signature of
pseudogap anomaly ing(T) in experiment can be explaine
by either the fact that it is much smaller than the one ofTC
~for set I! or by the fact that it occurs at temperatures mu
higher thanTC

max and that it is much smaller than the one
TC ~for set II!. In addition, I found that there exists a sudd
depression inTC right below optimal doping in agreemen
with experimental data for La22xSrxCuO4, for example. This
depression is more significant for parameters set II than s
My conclusion regarding the doping dependence of super
idity is in good agreement with published experimental
sults by Feng and co-workers. It shows a sharp peak ne
the quantum critical point, and scales with dopingp rather
than with electron density 12p in the underdoped regime.

Overall, the most important aspect of the present theor
its universality in the sense that it is possibly applicable
different high-TC materials, and to different physical phe
nomena taking place in these materials. A work using RA
addressing the transport properties, which seems to con
this universality, is in progress, and will be reported shor
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